
Mineral Physics 101: Synchrotron X-ray diffraction - Homework 
 
Deadline: February 21st, 2014 
 
Goals of this problem set:  
 
Get familiar with indexing X-ray diffraction patterns and refining unit cell 
parameters.  
 
 
PART I  Single-Crystal X-ray diffraction in a diamond anvil cell 
 

1. Download Fit2D software here: 
http://www.esrf.eu/computing/scientific/FIT2D/ . 
The Fit2D manuals can be found on the website 

 
FIT2D is a 2-D data reduction and analysis program specializing in model 
fitting and detector distortion calibration and correction. FIT2D may be used 
off-line or as part of an on-line data acquisition system. FIT2D is a program, 
which allows difficult data analysis problems to be tackled using 2-D 
dimensional fitting of user specified models. 
 

Fitting MgO patterns: 
 

2. Download XRD.zip this folder includes all the files you will need and 
references for the data files. 
 

3. Load MgO images into Fit2D and integrate them.  There are 2 different MgO-
MAR images (Rivers et al., 2008):   

a. MgO_108 in He medium at 40 GPa 
b. MgO_190 in He medium at 110 GPa  

 
Instructions: (Remember to click the ‘?’ in the menu for a short 
description of the commands) 

- Open Fit2D  
- Click ‘I accept’ 
- Adjust the pixel-dimensions (x, y) to 10000  
- Click OK 
- Select powder diffraction (2D) 
- Select your input file 
- Click OK 
- Select Z-scaling – click ‘weak peaks’ . Now you should be able to see 
all reflections. Click ‘Exit’ . 
- By clicking ‘Options’ you can change image parameters, such as the 
color.  
- Click ‘Integrate’ and change experimental geometry parameters on 

http://www.esrf.eu/computing/scientific/FIT2D/
faculty.unlv.edu/secure/XRD.zip


the Experimental Geometry Control Form to match the example 
below.  Note that this is where you input all the information that is 
needed to convert the position of pixels on the diffraction pattern to 
d-spacings.   
 

 
 
- When you are done, click ‘OK’ until you see the spectrum. 
- Read off d-values and intensities. (Use the zoom in function.) Create 
a table with d-values and intensities. Assign hkls.  
- Think about what phases in your experimental setup could 
contribute to your pattern (sample, pressure medium, pressure scale 
material, sample holder, etc.). Determine which phase causes which 
peaks, note the results in your table. To help you with that, read the 
attached paper by Rivers et al. (2008).  Turn in your table with the 
peak assignments.   
- Now mask all the peaks that are not due to MgO (take a screen shot) 
and integrate again (take another screen shot). To get back the menu 
with masking, return to the powder diffraction menu, choose mask, 
mask polygon and draw little polygons around the peaks you want to 
mask by clicking around the peak.  When you have created the 
polygon, click on the large button at the bottom of the window.  The 
line will follow your cursor but don’t worry about it.   
  
 
 
 



 
Fitting phase D patterns: 
 
4. “Phase D” is a high pressure hydrous Mg silicate.  It has not been found in 

nature yet so it has no mineral name, it is one of the so called “alphabet soup”  
phases.  As you did with MgO, load Phase D images into Fit2D and integrate 
them.  Two different images, PhaseD_100.tiff and PhaseD_126.tiff (Yang et 
al.,1997) are included in the zip file.   The images were taken at the APS at 
~1.7 GPa with single-crystals of Phase D loaded in a diamond-anvil cell, Neon 
as pressure medium and ruby as pressure calibrant, with the detector (CCD 
camera) in the front position. Combining peaks from two different crystals 
(orientations) should allow a Phase D lattice parameter refinement using 
refinement software such as UnitCell.   

 
Instructions: (Remember to click the ‘?’ in the menu for a short 
description of the commands) 
 

- Open Fit2D  
- Click ‘I accept’ 
- Adjust the pixel-dimensions (x, y) to 10000  
- Click OK 
- Select powder diffraction (2D) 
- Select your input file 
- Click OK 
- Select Z-scaling – click ‘weak peaks’ . Now you should be able to see 
all reflections. Click ‘Exit’. 
- By clicking ‘Options’ you can change image parameters, such as the 
color. 
- Click ‘Integrate’ and change experimental geometry parameters (see 
the control form below). 
- Click ‘OK’ until you see the spectrum. 
- Read off d-values and intensities. (Use the zoom in function.) Create 
a table with d-values and intensities.  
- Think about what phases in your experimental setup could 
contribute to your pattern (sample, pressure medium, pressure scale 
material, sample holder, etc.). Determine which phase causes which 
peaks. Note the results in your table. To help you with that, read the 
attached paper by Yang et al. (1997). Also, you can use the following 
link to the American Mineralogist Crystal Structure Database: 
http://rruff.geo.arizona.edu/AMS/amcsd.php . Type in the name of 
the mineral you think you might have in your X-ray pattern and click 
on ‘Search’. On the following page you will find a list of literature with 
published diffraction data. By clicking on ‘Download diffraction data’ 
or ‘view text file’ you will be linked to a diffraction data table. Simply 
compare the d-values listed there with the d-values in your pattern.  
- Now mask all the peaks that are not due to Phase D (take a screen 

http://rruff.geo.arizona.edu/AMS/amcsd.php


shot) and integrate again (take another screen shot).  
 

 
 
 

5. Download the UnitCell software here: http://www.ccp14.ac.uk/ccp/web-
mirrors/crush/astaff/holland/UnitCell.html . 

 
UnitCell is a least-squares refinement program to retrieve unit cell constants 
from diffraction data. The user supplies indexed reflections from crystal 
diffraction patterns. 

 
6. Create an input file (see example files in Unit cell software folder and 

instructions in UnitCell_Info file). You will need to assign hkls for the d-values 
you read off the Fit2D integration. To help you with that read the Yang et al. 
(1997) paper and fill in hkls in your d-value/intensity table.  

 
7. Run UnitCell and refine the lattice parameters.  

 
8. Send us your results (Screen shots of all single steps.) 

 
 
 
PART II Powder X-ray diffraction 
There are many programs available for analyzing a powder diffraction pattern that 
will allow you to compare the d-spacings and intensities you have measured in a 

http://www.ccp14.ac.uk/ccp/web-mirrors/crush/astaff/holland/UnitCell.html
http://www.ccp14.ac.uk/ccp/web-mirrors/crush/astaff/holland/UnitCell.html


diffraction pattern with calculated values.  You can get a fair ways towards indexing 
a pattern by just calculating the d-spacings from the unit cell parameters alone.   

1. To demystify the process I want you to create a program or spreadsheet that 
will calculate the d-spacings for any unit cell.  For those of you who are not 
fond of programming I have included a spreadsheet (d-spacing toy) that I use 
with my mineralogy classes.  It calculates d-spacings for orthorhombic, 
tetragonal and cubic phases.  If you want to you can modify the spreadsheet 
to handle triclinic symmetry or make your own. The formulas to calculate d-
spacings for triclinic lattices is given in the table below. 
 

 
2. Once you have the ability to calculate d-spacings and compare them with 

diffraction patterns,  go the RUFF website: 
http://rruff.geo.arizona.edu/AMS/amcsd.php download a diffraction pattern 
for your favorite triclinic mineral (there will be download link under the 
atomic positions for each mineral) and demonstrate that you can match the 
observed diffraction peaks with your d-spacing calculator.  Turn in a 
screenshot showing your diffraction pattern and matching d-spacings.   

http://rruff.geo.arizona.edu/AMS/amcsd.php

